


*         Encourages regular discussions and communication;

*         Seeks to resolve issues in a timely fashion and at the lowest level;

*         Promotes the administration of justice; and

*         Enables them to further fulfil their obligations under this CA.

4.3 Consideration by the DPP
                Where the DPP is considering discontinuing a prosecution it will, if practicable, contact the informant to seek the

informant's views. If the DPP decides to discontinue a matter it will advise JFVO.

5.3 Communication and Notification in Prosecution matters
 The DPP will keep the AFP informed, in a timely manner, of the progress of all matters through the Court process

including all relevant information about the matter such as the next Court date, the purpose of the Court listing and any
action required. For Supreme Court matters, the DPP will provide a Failed/Withdrawn Prosecution Report to the AFP in a
timely manner.

I would like to draw your attention to one of the multiple media reports that states the matter is being withdrawn.

https://www.news.com.au/national/nsw-act/courts-law/sexual-assault-charge-against-bruce-lehrmann-expected-to-be-
dropped/news-story/b1f0db58baaf00feace7be64a6b8245d

Last week we became aware there was closed Court hearing on 2/12/2022, again through media reporting.

https://www.abc.net.au/news/2022-11-24/closed-hearing-december-application-bruce-lehrmann-rape-trial/101693666

On 24/11/2022 I sent an email to our DPP contact for this matter requesting information about the upcoming hearing and
whether we could attend. On 24/11/2022 the DPP replied with the message stating that the Director said no and if there
are any updates regarding the matter I would be advised so I can brief our management.

Clearly we have not been consulted or updated regarding any developments in this matter. For the members of the
investigation team to find out about the latest development through media reporting, again, and not from the DPP is highly
insulting and I believe unprofessional from the ACT-DPP. It appears they had the time to notify the media about the
upcoming media statement but have not bothered to inform the investigations team.

As part of the investigations team for this matter since the start in 2021 there has been a highly combative relationship
with the DPP during this investigation and this is just another example of their perceived disdain towards the
investigations team.

Regards,
 Trent

 DLSC TRENT MADDERS
 CRIMINAL INVESTIGATIONS - JACET
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